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ABSTRACT

A methodology is proposed to infer automatically
acoustic rules that could be used to predict natural spectral
transitions for speech synthesis. It adapts ATAL's "temporal
decomposition" technique /1/ to compute interpolation
functions from phonetically labelled acoustic targets.
Coarticulation effects are controlled quite adequately using
such a representation. With this methodology, rule—based
synthesis will be developped more efficiently for new
languages, dialects, speakers with better control of speaking
rate, style of speech

INTRODUCTION

The automatic generation of "naturalf' speech
from a phonetic transcription 18 a challenging task.
Two main approaches have been proposed:
segmental and rule-based. The segmenta ap roach
(usmg diphones, dem‘i-s llables,el lgsons, offers
an easy way to intelligi 1e speec . ut the segment
inventory is _s eaker dependent and control of timing
is a non triVia task.The lack of naturalness could be
attributed to uneasy analytic control of speech
parameters. A rule-based approach is more flex1ble,

1ves more inSight on the erceptually relevant
eatures of speech and could e more eaSily adapted

to new speakers. Control of prosody, style of speech,
is achieved quite naturally Within a unified
framework. Unfortunately, this a proach requires,
so far, a lengthy and art oriente procedure usmg
visual and au itory hand-tuning of the rules.

Our oal is to provide a methodology to move
gradually rom segmental torule-based approaches.

e pro ose a number of interactive tools usm
powerfu Signal and data ana%y513 techniques to mode
spectral evolution, in er spectral targets
automatically, and generate adequate tranSitions
toward these targets.

SYNTHESIS and COARTICULATION

An acoustic synthesizer is usually controlled by
a set of parameters updated at regular time intervals.
The parameters are either retrieved from memory
(speech restitution and segmental synthe515)or
computed from rules. We are concerned here With
smooth spectral ‘evolution corresponding _to
articulatory dynamics. As an working hypotheSis,
articulatory and therefore _spectral_ tar ets are
assumed. In this paper coarticulation is re erred to
as a phenomenon of target undershoot due to
contextual effects, speaking rate

TEMPORAL DECOMPOSITION

ATAL's technique /1/ decomposes speech into
phone-lengith temporal events which could be
interprete as overlapping and interacting
articulatory fgestures /2, 3, 4/. Evolution of a
sequence 0 In spectral vectors i(n)] is
approx1mated as a linear combination .0 m events
represented by known functions @k(n) (interpolation
functions) With appropriate weights yik(targets):

yam) = in. 9km)
The functions Qk(n) are constrained to be

compact in time: that is zero everywhere except on a
segment. The first step.of the algorithm conSists in
finding a good ap rox1mation or the localization
and the extent of t e 0-functions. Once a set {9k}
has been found, the corresponding target vectors yk
are computed by:

[yk] = [yik] [(23t (wk) [$1.14)t
which minimizes the reconstruction error according
to a least square criterion.

. Iterative refinement can then be performed
until no Significant improvement is obtained.

W
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Temporal decomposition of the speech segment /ede/.

Q-functions can be linearly approximated and
normalized _so that their sum beconstant and equal to
unity. With this ap rox1mation, tem oral
decomppsmon of a speec segment correspon to a
piece-Wise linear trajectory in the parameter space.
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the temporal patterns of all combinations of a vowel
purpose /5/: Auto-re ressrve coefficients are made uate as and an unvoiced fricative (/as/, /if/, /us/) are similar.
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Formant fre uencres, amplitudes, and coefficrents are neither suitable since the mean of two

The archetype of each group can be Viewed as
bandwrdths (Ei, Ai, .Wi) are often used for speech vectors (ci) gives a spectrum which keeps the peaks a rule to synthesrze "polysons" of that group. A

arameterisation, owmg to their Bhfiflcal meaning. of both original spectra. Area parameters seems "polyson" is therefore reduced to a Q-pattem type
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to those with matching targets on edges (much like
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Theflmattem can be distorted by rules to take
care of variations in speaking rate, stress, emphas1s...
Overlapping and smoothing of O-functions at
boundaries express the coarticulation effects accross
"polysons".

CONCLUSIONS

Temporal decomposition usin target spectra can
break the complex encoding of ese segments.
particular, coartrculation_ effects are analyticaly
explamed and modeled. It is demonstrated that these
new tools prov1de an adequate envrronment in our
search for better rules in acoustic speech synthesis.
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